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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

 

Adobe Announces New Sensei GenAI Services to 
Reimagine End-to-End Marketing Workflows  

• Adobe Sensei GenAI will leverage multiple large language models (LLMs) including Microsoft Azure OpenAI 
Service and FLAN-T5 within Adobe Experience Platform, depending on unique business needs  

• Adobe Firefly—Adobe’s new family of  creative generative AI models forst focus on image generation and text 
effects—will be integrated into Adobe Experience Cloud for businesses to generate content designed to be safe 
for commercial use  

• Adobe unveiled the first set of Sensei GenAI services in Adobe Experience Manager, Adobe Journey Optimizer, 
Adobe Customer Journey Analytics, Marketo Engage and Adobe Real-Time Customer Data Platform—powering 
use cases from content personalization and editing, to marketing copy generation and conversational 
experiences  

Hong Kong - March 22, 2023 – Adobe (Nasdaq:ADBE) announced at Adobe Summit – the world’s largest Digital 
Experience Conference yesterday that generative AI innovations across Adobe Experience Cloud will redefine how 
businesses deliver customer experiences. 
 
For more than a decade, Adobe has delivered hundreds of intelligent capabilities through Adobe Sensei within its 
enterprise applications to enable customers to work and collaborate in new ways. Bringing generative AI capabilities 
into Adobe’s clouds is the next evolution of Adobe’s AI-driven innovation, providing businesses with unprecedented 
speed and productivity. In Adobe Experience Cloud, customers will be able to move seamlessly between Sensei GenAI 
services and existing features, right within their workflows. 
 
“Adobe has a long history of unlocking AI as a co-pilot for marketers, and we have a vision for generative AI that covers 
the full lifecycle of customer experience management, with the enterprise-grade security and data governance that our 
customers expect.” said Amit Ahuja, senior vice president, Digital Experience Business, Adobe. “Business growth is 
driven by customer experiences, and generative AI is a transformative, foundational technology that will impact every 
aspect of how brands connect with their customers.” 
 
With Sensei GenAI, marketers and other customer experience teams will have a co-pilot to help increase their 
productivity without having to increase their workload. Powerful new features will first be natively integrated in 
applications including Adobe Experience Manager, Adobe Journey Optimizer, Adobe Real-Time Customer Data 
Platform, Customer Journey Analytics and Marketo Engage, supporting use cases from planning and asset creation to 
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personalization and customer journey management. Teams will have full creative control in ensuring content and 
experiences are on-brand, and insights from Adobe will help them understand what resonates with customers.  
 
Adobe Firefly Powers Image Generation in Adobe Experience Cloud 
 
Adobe will bring Firefly, a new family of creative generative AI models, directly into Adobe Experience Cloud. Adobe’s 
first model, trained on Adobe Stock images, openly licensed content and public domain content where copyright has 
expired, will focus on images and text effects and is designed to generate content safe for commercial use. With Firefly, 
producing limitless variations of content and making  changes, again and again — all  on-brand will be quick and simple. 
In the future, marketers will be able to also train Firefly on the brand’s own collateral, generating content that reflects 
the brand’s style and design language.  
 
In Adobe Experience Manager (AEM) Assets—the number one digital asset management system used by businesses to 
manage their library of images, videos, and other content—brands can use Firefly to greatly accelerate content 
development and drive massive efficiency gains. Adobe Express with Adobe Firefly will be integrated directly into AEM 
Assets and enable teams to instantly change image components such as colors, objects, and scenery, while 
automatically generating variations for channels such as web, mobile and email. Firefly will help accelerate brands’ 
content supply chains, powering wide-scale personalization efforts.  
 
A retailer for instance, can take images from a photoshoot and create infinite variations (different colors, textures) for 
use in e-commerce. In media and entertainment, teams will be able to use Firefly to automatically generate hundreds of 
content variations needed to market new films and TV series. And with new innovations in Adobe Experience Manager, 
brands will have powerful insights on attributes (colors, objects, copy) that resonate most with consumers, a necessary 
feedback loop to ensure generative AI-powered content is driving business results.  
 
Generative AI Capabilities Powered by LLMs in Adobe Experience Platform 
 
Sensei GenAI will enable brands to instantly generate and modify text-based experiences across any customer 
touchpoint and leverage different large language models (LLMs) including ChatGPT through the Microsoft Azure 
OpenAI Service and FLAN-T5. The selection will align with the unique needs of each business, stemming from brand 
guidelines, product vocabulary and customer insights.  

 
These innovations are anchored in Adobe Experience Platform (AEP), which brings customer data and content together 
across an organization under one common language model. This rich data set allows brands to train generative AI 
models on proprietary and comprehensive customer insights, fine tuning the output for brand-specific use cases.    
 
Sensei GenAI services will transform how brands interface with Adobe applications, and how they connect with their 
customers:  
 

• Marketing Copy Generation: In Adobe Journey Optimizer—built on AEP and used to orchestrate 
omnichannel experiences—brands can tap Sensei GenAI to instantly create message variations for consumer 
touchpoints such as email and mobile messaging, quickly editing and rephrasing copy by selecting tone of 
voice and identifying key words. Brands can also modify copy on their websites via AEM Sites, a crucial digital 
front door in a growing digital economy.  

• Conversational Experiences: In Marketo Engage, the marketing automation solution-of-choice for some of the 
world’s biggest business-to-business (B2B) brands including Cisco, Microsoft, IBM, Accenture, NVIDIA, 
Honeywell and ServiceNow, Sensei GenAI will power Dynamic Chat and provide B2B brands a powerful new 
interface to engage prospects who visit their digital properties and summarize interactions for when account 
leads re-engage. 

• Audience and Journey Creation: The Adobe Real-Time Customer Data Platform—built on AEP and used to 
build real-time customer profiles—will leverage Sensei GenAI to automatically create rich audience segments 
that provide incredible precision for personalization campaigns, delivered to millions of customers. With 
Adobe Journey Optimizer, brands can simulate these experiences as they happen across online and offline 
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channels, with real-time insights on next-best offers and touchpoints for consumers. And with the Playbooks 
capability, teams can leverage out-of-the box templates to ideate and test different journeys via natural 
language, shortening the time it takes to deliver new customer experiences. 

• Caption Generation: Customer Journey Analytics (CJA) is used by brands to uncover insights on the overall 
customer experience. Built on AEP, CJA brings together cross-channel insights and enables teams to see where 
consumers hit roadblocks or uncover engagement opportunities. To help brands answer questions with 
greater speed, Sensei GenAI will power intelligent captions in CJA. For visualizations such as cohort tables and 
fallout charts, brands will instantly receive text-based descriptions on key takeaways.  

 
About Adobe  
Adobe is changing the world through digital experiences. For more information, visit www.adobe.com/hk_en/. 
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